Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. By integration over x 1 from w -h x to w + h x , and by integration over y 1 from -h to y using V > and from y to h using V , the potential function within the (uniform) beam becomes As a check, we note that
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for w-h<x<w+h 0 for 0 < x < w -h and for w + h < x < 2w. (1)
When self magnetic forces are also taken into account in this straight-pipe situation, correspondingly the gradient of effective field becomes multiplied by the factor 1 -ß , where s = v/c.
TOROIDAL GEOMETRY
We next consider the corresponding problem in toroidal geometry.
This toroidal case has been analysed by Dr. Lloyd Smith. For the electrostatic problem we now employ, in our present notation, radial functions
where the k n , or z 0 (n) = k p R, are such as to make F (n;r) vanish for r = b and o is an arbitrarily selected factor (e_.£., a = 1). The Green's function then may be written:
Integration over the location r^ y^ of the source involves first the (ii) the zeros are the quantities zj(n) for which Fi(n;b) = 0, and (iii) a factor -ß2 is to be appended for the contribution to the force gradient:
These terms [(2a) and (2b)] combined give the expression proposed by
Dr. Smith, if we identify our pR with his e P R. o In the work that follows, we shall identify We remark that TERM 1 and TERM 2 will be rather close to one another numerically -and indeed, when w/R << 1, will each be rather close* to the quantity Mb -h) 
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Cosh 2w c . n * c . n x ." ntrx -r sin n -=• sin n -*-sin -5-.. nirh 2 2w 2w COSt, -^ if we identify x = r -(R -w) = r -a -thus providing agreement, in this limit, with expression (4). Note that terms for which n is even will be expected to be small [since the factor sin n TT/2 in the above approximation vanishes for n even]. Also, moreover, if h = wand x = w(r = R), this approximation suggests that
Such approximate behavior has proven of use in checking some aspects of operation of the computer program CPRTS.
COMMENT:
We recall that for a straight beam pipe the electric and magnetic self forces are expected virtually to cancel, through the action of the I 2 factor -W = 1 -8 .
Y
In the toroidal geometry, on the other hand, the electric and magnetic 2 forces may differ slightly in magnitude even in the limit e > 1.
To compare the relative sizes of such effects, it may be helpful, therefore, to think of a quantity analogous to -U-that we form from the 
